
Convey your pleasure

CATALOG
CATALOG



RAPID SYSTEM

Rapid system

The system transports the clothes automatic and high speed
By the combination of your various machines.
We will offer the suspender transportation system according the customer.



SCREW CONVEYOR

Screw Conveyor

There are two kinds of screw conveyors about the frame type and flexibility type.
It is best for an automatic turning on to a tunnel finisher and packing machine
For cleaning uniform, and apparel.

Screw conveyor for uniform frame type

Screw conveyor for apparel frame type



1. 工場内の搬送管理にすぐれた性能を発揮します。
2. 構造がシンプルな為、工場内のあらゆる場所にあったレイアウトが可能です。

Screw conveyor for cleaning flexibility type

CONSTRUCTION SAMPLE

Construction Sample



AUTOMATIC HANGER SUPPLY DEVICE
automatic hanger supply device

When you multiplied the commodity, an empty suspender is supply automatically in hand.
It is possible to multiply the suspender by both hands.
(about 700/h commodities can supply the suspender)
The real work is different according to the individual ability and shape of the commodity.



CIRCLE CONVEYOR

Circle conveyor

It is the machine that transports the commodities on the circle at high speed.

The commodities on the several hanger catchers is high speed transported distributed.



ACCUMULATION CONVEYOR
accumulation conveyor

It is an excellent conveyor to fasten and to supply the commodity 
In the middle of the machine with different processing performance.

Automatic fold machine before turning on Tunnel finisher before turning on



CATERPILAR CONVEYOR
caterpillar conveyor

It is suitable for transporting to commodity, up and down.
There are two type, for the cleaning type and uniform type.
It is  suitable for the angle of 25 °for cleaning, and 45°for uniform.



VERTICAL CONVEYOR
vertical conveyor

It is suitable conveyor for a raising the commodity in minimum space.



CHAIN CONVEYOR

Chain conveyor

The space of ceiling is effectively used and it is suitable for the transportation of the commodity .

Transportation to the stairs space



１ reading the bar code ２.turning on the sorting machine

３.working complete on the line ４ starting to sort

SORTING SYSTEM
Sorting system

It is a speedy conveyor system in the acceptance numerical order that permutes it based 
On information on the bar code as for 100 of commodities.



AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
automatic distribution system

The conveyor system that can distribute each store and each item according to the 
Bar code and the data such as the IC chips.
It is possible to distribute one side or both sides of the match to needs, and to distribute to the chain conveyor.



BAG SYSTEM
Bag system

Our bag system is a partner at the linen supply factory in the future.
Use the space of the factory more effective.

Try energy conservation.
Think about the profit on economy and environment side.

Improvement of worker productivity by automatic.

We thought about the bag system according to the needs.

Bag system that we propose to linen supply factory of future. 



CONSTRUCTION SAMPLE
construction sample



Fold machine for empty bag 

Fold machine for empty bag at stand by

Construction Sample
CONSTRUCTION SAMPLE



ROTARY HANGER
Rotary hanger

The system can effectively use space. And is suitable for keeping and management 
Such as the cleaning store and cloak rooms.

Up down type

The horizontal two-step expression type



HANGER RACK SYSTEM

Hanger rack System

It is the best for arrival and the shipment of the commodity by the using trolley,
And for keeping the commodity in the ware house.

Trolley speed rail Track rail

Hanger rack for upstairs



BUILT IN RACK
Built-in rack

It is a storing beautiful rack equipment that uses system tools.



COSTRAM
Costram Self service cleaning system

CONVENIENCE

SIMPLE

TRANSFER

MANAGEMENT

It correspond to customer’s convenience for 24 hours having no holiday all year aroud.
It is complete subscription and self service type.
It corresponds to business for the long time.
The worker cost is reduced  and it corresponds to the price cutting.



24h ACCEPTANCE BOX

The customer’s cleaning stuff can be accepted for 24 hours by using the member card.
It is possible to set it in the wall. And the door.
The miniaturization can be achieved.

SIZE W400×H900

仕様、寸法などは御相談下さい



PD0030 PD0032 PD0037 PD0034

PB0008 PB0001 PB0012 PB0005

PC0020 PC0021 PC0022 PC0023

SYSTEM PARTS
System parts

PC0026 PB0009 PB0011 PB0010



PB0002 PB0003 PI0092

SYSTEM PARTS

system parts

PL0120 PL0122PI0090

The system parts that our company developed can handled anywhere easily.



RACK

Rack

Z Rack

ST Rack

Carry L type



POLE LIFT

Pole lift

駆動部

ブレーキブレーキ付付
ギアードギアード

7.27.266240kg240kgPLNPLN--240240
33相相200V 5A200V 5A

33相相200V 0.4kw200V 0.4kw7.67.66.36.3200kg200kgPLNPLN--200200

60Hz60Hz50Hz50Hz
電源電源電動機電動機

昇降速度昇降速度(m/(m/分分))
持上荷重持上荷重機種／仕様機種／仕様

０．２０．２最低位最低位(m)(m)

4.54.54.04.03.53.53.03.02.52.52.02.0最高位最高位(m)(m)

6.06.05.55.55.05.04.54.54.04.03.53.5全高全高(m)(m)

HH--6060HH--5555HH--5050HH--4545HH--4040HH--3535仕様仕様//機種機種

各面用固定柵各面用固定柵

書く綿羊リミットスイッチ付観音開き書く綿羊リミットスイッチ付観音開き
扉扉

オプション装備オプション装備

書く綿羊リミットスイッチ付片面開き扉書く綿羊リミットスイッチ付片面開き扉

荷受け台用荷受け台用

柵柵//扉扉

オプション装備オプション装備10001000××800800××840840大型荷受台大型荷受台

標準装備標準装備750750××580580××840840標準荷受台標準荷受台

WW××DD××H (mm)H (mm)

全高・揚程

荷台部

昇降路

1 外装
エキスパンドメタル（XS-32)
鋼板(t=1.6)

2 外扉
手動片引きフォール伝ゲート
鋼板電動２枚上開扉



NIPPON STEEL.co, Ltd

HEAD OFFICE 〒130-0011
1-4-8 ishihara sumida tokyo japan

Tel   03-3624-0721
Fax  03-3624-0725

KOSHIGAYA FACTORY      〒343-0844
4-185 omanotho koshigaya saitama japan

http://www.nipponsteel.info

Tel   048-986-4071
Fax  048-986-4072


